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1 Scope

The iong-term goal for the Global Land Information System (GLIS) is to provide a single,
integrated, "one-stop-shop" for information about, and access to, land data of use in
global earth science and global change research programs.

The FY 1990 emphasis will be to prototype a Global Land Information System that
concentrates on land data for global change research by providing users access via
wide-area networks. Interactive query into a Master Land Directory, data catalog, and
inventory system with prototype graphical presentation of graphical coverage and image
browse capabilities on PC's will be developed.

This Functional Specification document provides direction for the development of GLIS
for FY 1990. This document focuses on the issues of "what" functionality should be
available to the user from GLIS. The "how" issues are left to the design and
implementation team. Further iterations of this document will be required.

2 Supportive Documentation and Related Systems

1. Directory Interchange Format (DIF) Manual

2. Pilot Lands Data System (PLDS)

3. NASA Ocean Data System (NODS)

4. NASA Climate Data System (NCDS)

5. Planetary Data System (PDS)

6. Astrophysics Master Directory System (AMDS)

7. Functional Requirements for a Virtual National Data and Information System
(VDIS)

8. Baseline Functional Requirement for a Global Change Data and Information System
(GCDIS)

9. Program Plan for Global Change and Data Information

10. Directory of Global and Regional Data Sets Supporting Global Change Research

11. Global Geographic Information Systems and Databases for Vegetation Change
Studies
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3 Requirements

3.1 Data Organization

3.1.1 Directory

The directory contains brief, high-level information about existing Global Land data sets.
A directory entity must contain sufficient information through keywords to allow a
knowledgeable user the ability to identify relevant data sets. Field values and the
structure used within the EDC Global Land Information Directory may differ from that
used in the NASA Master Directory. However, the EDC system must be able to ingest
and output files that are in a NASA Directory Interchange Format (DIF).

Specific information on DIF metadata may be found in the Appendix.

3.1.2 Catalog or Guide

The catalog contains detailed information about the whole data set. These descriptions
will provide the user with an understanding of the data sets and the methods used to
produce them. Generally, the catalog will be textual in nature with occasional links to
graphics.

1. Background on project (publications, history, developer).

2. Processing steps (algorithms) in data development.

3. Tables documenting data values and class names.

4. Geographic positional accuracy information.

5. Data set size, type (byte, 1*2, etc.), format (raster, vector, tabular), and temporal,
spatial, spectral resolution.

6. Graphics that indicate the extent of data set coverage.

Additional supportive descriptive information will be maintained at the same level as the
catalog or guide. Information such as a glossary of terms or descriptions of data systems,
archives, campaigns, or projects will be obtainable by the user upon request.

3.1.3 Inventory

The inventory provides sufficient information to enable the user to identify desired
entities. The inventory contains this detail information (metadata) for each order able
entity within a related data group. An inventory schema may vary from one data group to
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another. Selected metadata fields are required for all inventories. The metadata that
describe the inventory may evolve over time.

Specific information on the inventory metadata may be found in the Appendix.

3.1.4 Definition of Browse

This definition of browse pertains to the digital (on-line) files that provide the user with
an overview of an inventory item. These browse image files should be prepared
independently of the characteristics of the devices that will be used to display them. In
general, the browse image files will be reduced in both spatial resolution and band
combinations. Specific browse definitions a.re needed for applicable data sets. Additional
browse information on media such as microfiche may be supported off-line.

Metadata for the browse information will also be needed to assist in the communication
and display of browse to the user. Some of the metadata elements for the browse would be
the size of browse image, the relationship to source, look-up table for display, and the
description of the look-up tables.

A few example data sets are listed to assist in the general definition of browse
requirements:

1. Thematic Data

Matthews Global Vegetation Cover

World Ecosystem Complexes

2. Sensor Data

The AVHRR LAC browse data sets should consist of Band 2 which is reduced in
resolution by a factor of four in both lines and samples of the original source.

The AVHRR GAC browse data sets should consist of Band 2 without reduction in
resolution.

The possibility exists to create a thematic representation for the AHVRR data that
would include the classes of land, ice and snow, water, cloud, and sun glint.

3.1.5 Data Base Entry and Update

Software will be needed to assist in data base maintenance activities.

1. Entry and update of metadata by information management personnel. Certain
entries will require a default value (Le., date entered).

2. Continuity and integrity checking.

3. Special support may be needed for entry of catalog data if a hypertext mode of user
interface is employed.
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3.2 External Data System Interfaces

GUS will support a variety of interfaces with remote systems. While the actual interface
will be dependent on the capabilities of the remote system, the following categorizes the
types of interfaces.

1. From individuals entering GUS via modem or Wide Area Network (WAN).

2. From individuals entering GUS via a link feature of another information system.
Context passing should be enabled where possible.

3. To another remote system where directory, catalog, or inventory information
systems exist. GUS, when possible, will perform auto routing or linking to these
remote systems. GUS should provide an interface to these systems in such a fashion
that the user is unaware that a link has occurred. In some cases, reformat of
commands and interpretation of results may be required. Context passing should be
enabled where possible.

4. To mail box drop for electronic file transfer between GUS and the Ordering System
for information or order request.

Since various levels of interface and user support are possible, the following table contrasts
GUS or EDC support with the location of inventory.

Inventory at EDC Inventory at Remote Site
Product Product Product
AtEDC At Remote Site At Remote Site

Inquiry yes yes yes (manual or automated)
Order yes ** **

The ** indicates four possible levels of support which will depend on characteristics of the
user, the remote system, and the type of agreement that EDC has with the remote site.

1. Brokerage - user dependent.

2. Inform user of appropriate sites for data order. (The user must place his own order.)

3. Pass order request to ordering site.

4. Link user with ordering site.

3.3 Data Query

3.3.1 Directory

1. Textual search using multiple values of discipline, sensor, satellite, project, data
center, dates, key-word, or location name.
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(a) All valid search words used in the system are presented to the user upon
request.

(b) All search criteria entered into the system are checked for spelling and validity.
Candidate alternatives are provided for user selection.

(c) Logical combinations ("and", "or") within a search word entries. (Le.,
Discipline - forest and range)

(d) Implied operation between search word entries is "and".

2. Geographically based area of coverage searches will be provided for bounding
rectangles only. The latitude and longitude specification for the bounding rectangle
points will be in degrees. Directory entities that provide a partial coverage will be
shown as available.

3. The user can request further information from the catalog or the inventory for each
directory entry identified.

4. Directory entities that contain only one inventory record may be ordered without
routing through the catalog or inventory.

3.3.2 Catalog or Guide

Generally, the catalog will be a textual file. The user may be presented an index or table
of contents to assist in rapid search to selected areas of information. Some catalog entries
may have a graphical overview of extent of coverage, which the user may display if the
user's system supports such a graphical presentation.

Catalog items that contain only one inventory record may be ordered without routing
through the inventory.

3.3.3 Inventory

Selection criteria supplied at the directory level will be carried forward to the inventory
query. The user can alternate between data base inventories by selecting the unique
inventory name. If a set of inventories to be search is present from a directory query, the
user should be able to toggle between the specific inventory searches. If search criteria are
provided for a previous specific inventory, the common search criteria fields will be carried
forward to the current search query.

1. Textual search criteria using field information as supplied by each individual
inventory data set.

(a) All valid search words used in the system are presented to the user upon
request.

(b) All search criteria entered into the system are checked for spelling and validity.
Candidate alternatives are provided for the user's selection.
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(c) Appropria.te fields will support range, wild card entries, or other logical
expressions.

2. Geographical search includes point, bounding rectangle, polygon, or name.

(a) Entry of up to seven latitude and longitude points will be allowed for polygon
search area.

(b) Geographic names used in the system are presented to the user upon request.

(c) Name definitions will be expanded to the appropriate geographic search
expression. The name definitions are provided by GLIS and cannot be modified
by the user. The user may modify the geographic expansion, but the name
definition will not change.

(d) Geographic search criteria entered at the directory level will be carried forward
to the inventory level.

(e) Inventory entities that are totally contained, partially contained, or touch the
geographic search area will be included in the listing of hits. Four conditions
relating the coverage of the inventory entity to the area of search exist and
should be indicated to the user on the inventory listing. These conditions are:

i. Inventory entity total covers and extends beyond the search area.
11. Inventory entity is totally contained within the search area.

iii. Inventory entity is partially contained within the search area.
iv. Inventory entity touches the search area.

3. The user may refine and reinitiate the search criteria.

4. The user will be informed of the estimated time needed to perform the search.

5. During the search processing, the user is informed of the status of the search by an
indication of success (number of hits out of total searched). The status information
will be updated every 30 seconds.

6. The user may review the inventory's associated catalog information.

7. The user may save search criteria, screen formats, and search results for later use. If
the user exits from the inventory without saving the results, the user should be
informed of this fact and given the option to save.

8. The user may restore previously saved results.

9. The user may view and selectively reinstate previous inventory searches.

3.3.4 Inventory Field Summaries

To provide the user with assistance in refinement of inventory search criteria, the user can
request summary (histogram, range, ..) information of selected inventory items. For
example, the user could select the cloud cover index metadata field and be presented a
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histogram representing the currently selected inventory item's cloud cover values. The
user is presented with the fields that can be summarized, and as the user selects these
fields, the summary results will be returned.

3.3.5 Inventory Listing for Display and Reporting

1. The search results may be displayed to the terminal by using screen forms, scroll
screens, ASCII files, or report formats.

(a) The records can be displayed in any sorted order by data set fields which are
selected by the user.

(b) The results are displayed on a scroll screen using a default format.
(c) The selected records in the scroll screen can be expanded to show all the fields

in the data set.
(d) The scroll screen fields which are displayed are selectable by the user.
(e) The user may selectively mark and unmark items for display or ordering.
(f) The marked items can be graphically displayed to show the extent of coverage

if the user's PC supports graphics.
(g) Selected items may be browsed if the user's system supports browse capabilities.
(h) As the user exits the inventory listing and if inventory items have been marked

for ordering, the user will be informed of the count of these marked items and
informed that a final order confirmation will occur during order initiation.
With the user's consent, the items marked for ordering are placed in the
ordering stack.

2. Multiple report formats generation is selectable by the user.

(a) The reports generated can be downloaded to PC via communications.
(b) The reports generated can be faxed to user.
(c) The reports generated can be mailed to the user.

3. Tabular formatted inventory data may be downloaded to PC via communications.

3.3.6 Graphical Presentation of Data Coverage

Available for those systems where local graphics is supported.

1. The user may select reference layers at different scales. Default scale and reference
layers will be used unless the user's selection is provided. Potential reference layers
include: political boundaries, rivers, and roads.

2. The user may display graphical coverage of an inventory search result as an
additional background graphic. (Intended to enable user to determine common
coverage between data sets.)
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3. The user may display the geographic criteria that were used in the search.

4. The items will be displayed so that the items at the top of the inventory listing will
be most accessible.

5. Zoom and pan of the graphics will be supported.

6. From this graphics display, the user should be able to graphically mark or unmark
items. The display will be updated to reflect the changes in markings and the new
marking will be reflected in the inventory listing.

7. The users may define a preference of graphical presentation such as reference layers
selection and colors; search criteria display and color; other saved inventory results
and colors; and the inventory's marked items (display or ordered). Colors may be
modified, saved, and restored. Defaults will be provided.

3.3.7 Image Browse for Selected Elements

Available for those systems where local graphics is supported.

1. The user may select a method for timely downloading of the browse image with
available communications software. Options would allow: (1) transmission of entire
browse file now or later (implies auto re-dial to user); and (2) direct display of an
area of interest or overview. Based upon the user's system configuration, the user
should be informed of the transfer time required. Compression methods may need to
be used to improve communication times. The direct display presentation may be
improved with a resolution or a bit sharpening technique.

2. For direct display of browse imagery, a contrast stretch commensurate with the
user's graphics will be applied prior to transmission. The user should be able to
perform a linear contrast stretch for image enhancement to further assist in
determining product usability.

3. For thematic data, the user should be able to manipulate look-up tables. Default
look-up tables with descriptions will be provided.

4. Browse imagery may be faxed or mailed.

Future Consideration: Allow user to select which reference layers should be in-
cluded. Potential reference layers include: political boundaries, rivers, or roads.

3.4 Data Ordering

Data ordering allows users to place a product request on-line by use of a Ordering System
compatible electronic file.
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The ordering input information may be input manually by the user or by means of context
passing from previous screens. The ordering request that has been prepared with GLIS
will be transferred in a compatible format to the Ordering System ordering queue. The
Customer Service Representative (CSR) will be responsible for validation of the order
information and initiate the order processing. The order activation in the Ordering
System will be completed according to normal Customer Service Ordering System
ordering procedures.

Certain criteria that are required for this to work are as follows:

1. A full series of help screens for each segment of the GLIS ordering function.

2. The user must be asked questions to aid him in properly submitting the account and
ordering information. The input fields will be clearly labeled to avoid the use of
codes or acronyms.

3. Provide edit checks so that the submitting user can correct ordering errors at the
time of submittal. As many of these preliminary order edit checks as possible should
be implemented at order submittal time to benefit the ordering procedure.

4. The user will be given an estimated order price calculation that is determined from
the relationships between product code/product line code, number of items, and
number of copies.

5. The user must be queried as to the type of product delivery that is desired. Options
are mailing, automatic data transmission to the user's machine, or creating an
on-line file containing the product and allowing the user to access and retrieve the
data at a later time.

6. Updates to the information within the Ordering System must be reflected or
changed in GLIS at the same time. This involves any table updates that are used for
check edits on the GLIS system to help the user submit an order.

Specific information that is needed for order submittals is found in the Appendix.

3.5 Prototype Electronic Data Product Distribution

The user may request electronic data delivery of a digital product. Since this product may
not be immediately available, the electronic file transfer could take place at a later time.

1. If the user's system has an auto-answer capability, GLIS will connect to the user's
system and send the product at a time specified by the user. Periodic retries will
occur if delivery of the product was not made. Messages will be sent to user
(electronic mail or phone call) to notify user of attempts to transfer data.

2. If no auto-answer is available, a message should be sent to user when the data are
ready for transmission. File transfer is initiated by the user.
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Certain requirements for the electronic product distribution exist. They are as follows:

1. The distribution process must not violate the integrity of the data.

2. The distribution must be available to run automatically and, thus, minimize manual
involvement in the data transfer as well as allow flexible use of non-prime
transmission time periods.

3. The distribution must be compatible with most common micro and minicomputer
configurations.

4. Data conversion packages and/or software must be available for customers to add to
their existing systems to adequately receive and handle the data.

3.6 Close Out

To exit GLIS, the user would be prompted for comments about the operation or the
information found in GUS. The comments should be sent to the GUS system manager
who would initiate appropriate action.

The user would be provided the opportunity to receive a copy of the user's search
transaction log.

If the user has indicated that ordering has been initiated and has not gone through order
verification for submission of an order request, the user will be prompted to do so.

The user would be shown user-pertinent statistical information (elapsed time, ..) and final
logout.

3.7 User Assistance

3.7.1 GLIS Help

A variety of "Help" functionality must be available to the GUS user.

1. General help provides information on how to use help, how to edit input, and how to
move between edit screen fields.

2. Screen help explains to the user the purpose of each specific screen within GUS.

3. Field help defines the fields and its intended use.

4. For a specific field, the user may request a list of valid entries and may select the
desired entry which will be provided in the appropriate field. This option may be
repeated for the same field to provide multiple field values for search criteria.

5. If during GUS editing of a specific field an error or invalid entry has been
encountered, a list of "close" valid entries will be provided to the user. The user may
choose the correct one or none at all.
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3.7.2 Training Tutor

A GLIS training tutor, which is a computer based training course for enhancing the users
understanding offunctions and options of GLIS, will be available for the GLIS user. This
training tutor provides the user a practical understanding of GUS by presenting extensive
examples, simulations, and explanatory text. The GLIS training tutor provides a quick
refresher course for previous users and may be used as a supplement to documentation or
classroom training for new users.

3.7.3 News

News containing pertinent information about GUS and associated with the GUS user
community will be available for the user. Two levels of news are envisioned. A "System
News" that will be provided to all users as part of the log on which contains operational
information such as: "GUS will be down today from 5PM to 6PM for preventative
maintenance". The second level of news would be "Informational News" which would
provide news of general interest such as: a new data set available; or the description of an
additional feature. This news may be E-mailed to those who have used GUS.

3.7.4 Mail

If the user does not have a personnel electronic mail address, GUS must provide a mail
slot for information that is being sent to the user. This may also be used if a series of
attempts by GUS to send electronic mail have failed.

3.7.5 Bulletin Board

An electronic bulletin board should be provided to encourage an exchange of information
between scientists. Topical areas of discussion associated with Global Change or support
of GUS should be established.

3.8 Security

1. Maintain an open system for all users.

2. The user must provide a password to protect and save user-specific information
across user's sessions.

3.9 User-Supported Configuration

3.9.1 Hardware

1. PC via ethernet/WAN and modem - Textual with Graphic and Browse
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2. VT-100 terminal and VT-100 terminal emulation - Textual Query

3.9.2 PC Software Supplied (Preliminary)

1. Network Interface

2. Browse

3. Presentation Graphics

4. Browse image enhancement

5. User interface - The desirable user interface would be based on a windows
methodology.

3.10 Systern-Wide Capabilities

1. Full function editing of user entered fields should be allowed.

2. The user should be able to interrupt any processing that is being performed and
subsequently be returned to a command state.

3. The user should be informed of the estimated elapse time of searches or file
transfers. When estimated elapse time exceeds 2 minutes, the user should be given
appropriate alternatives (i.e., proceed, batch the request, send at a later time, ...). If
the estimated time exceeds 5 minutes (adjustable) of processing, the user will be
required to have the search performed in batch or to transfer files at a later time.
The execution of an inventory search will terminate when 200 (adjustable) inventory
entities match the search criteria. The user will be informed and asked to refine the
search criteria.

4. A user-specific transaction log of directory and inventory search criteria, results of
searches (number of records found), search execution times (elapse and cpu), and
transmission times should be maintained. The user may, through this log, browse,
modify, and reinitiate previous searches. This transaction log is not saved across
sessions, but the user may download a copy of the current user's log at close out. If
the system crashes, the user's log would be saved. The user would be informed of
the log's existence at the next sign on and be allowed to continue processing. This
log would not be deleted but moved to the GLIS system manager's directory to
provide system statistics.

5. Total system interaction log (key stroke log) is maintained at the discretion of the
GLIS system manager. This log would be used to assist in problem detection and
analysis.

6. An action log is maintained by the system to capture specific user requests that
require manual or automatic actions at a later time. This log will be used by the
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GLIS system manager to confirm that the appropriate actions has been completed.
Examples would be:

(a) Mailing or faxing of reports or listings.

(b) Order request routing to the Ordering System.

(c) Electronic data transfer of files.

7. The user's saved information (search criteria and search results listings) will be
stored for a maximum of 6 months (since last used). The user will be notified during
close out of the existence of the saved files. User should be able to browse and
selectively delete this information.

8. The use of tables to promote a dynamic growth of GLIS is to be encouraged. A table
type of environment seems to be appropriate for such items as: (1) Network linkage
table, which would contain information about remote directory and inventory
systems that are available for connection from GLIS and contain explicit system
characteristics; (2) Valid entry tables; and (3) Product availability for each data set.
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4 Scenario

The following discussion can be viewed as information that the user is presented and
receives from GLIS. It is intended to provide a general concept of the flow for the user.
The actual screen layouts are not provided as these may vary depending on the data type
or the implementation difference between a VT-100 and a PC configuration.

During this discussion the ~ implies a flow to a different section and the item that is in
italics is the section. The boxes describe input that is provided by the user.

4.1 Flow Diagram

I Log On

1
I New User Information

1
User Activity I

T 11 1I Directory Search I Close Out I
! 1 t

I Directory Listing I Ordering I
1 1

I Directory Info I
1 1

r Cata og Information I
1 1

I Inventory Search I
1

I Inventory Field Summary l

I Inventory Listing l

I Graphical Presentation I
Browse I
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4.2 Logon

The user is presented with the EDC Logo and a request for the user name. If the user is
identified within the user information data base, a password is requested. If the user is not
identified, New User Information is requested. The user is provided system news. The
user will be informed if GLIS mail is present. First time users would be provided general
information about the operation of the system with "New Uset News".

If the user is being linked from another system and appropriate context passing is
available, the user may be placed directly in a specific place such as the Inventory Search.
Or if the inventory is not present in GLIS, the user would be sent directly to the mail box.

The user may:

==> New User Information
==> User Activity

4.3 New User Information

Information is requested of user and is stored in the user information data base.
Depending on the user's supplied information, additional questions may be asked.

The user may:

==> User Activity

4.4 User Activity

Main activity options are provided to the user. The user selects appropriate option.

Data Availability ==> Director Search
Catalog Information Which catalog ==> Catalog Information

Inventory Information I Which inventory I ==> Inventory Search
Direct Ordering ==> Ordering
Saved User Information and Maintenance
Change User's Specific Characteristics ==> New User Information
News, Mail, Bulletin Board, or Training Tutor
Logout ==> Close Out
Transaction log reinitiation if the transaction log is present from previous crash of
GLIS.
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4.5 Directory Search

The user selects and identifies directory entities that contain information that may be
pertinent to the user. Directory level information is searched to ultimately provide a list
of directory entities that are appropriate to solve the user's needs. The user is presented
with the following solicitation for area of interest. Available choices or help for each
category is provided.

Multiple Keyword Search IKeywords I
Discipline Which Discipline

Subdiscipline Which subdiscipline

Parameter Group Which Parameter Group

Parameter Which Parameter
Location Which Location
Source Which Source
Sensor Which Sensor
Time Coverage Start Date Stop Date

Geographic Coverage ~ and L-----.:~

Campaign / Project IWhich I
Investigator IWho I
Data Center Name Ir"W-hi-·ch--D-a-t-a-C-en-t-e-rI

With each entry, the count of matching directory entries is provided. Also, the count of
the composite or union of all the entries is displayed.

The user may:

Refine this directory search
:=:::} Directory Listing
When completed eee- User Activity

4.6 Directory Listings

The user is presented the titles of the directory entities that were obtained from the
Directory Search. The user indicates which actions are desired for each directory entity.

The user may request for a selected directory entity:

~ Directory Information
~ Catalog Information
~ Inventory Search
If only one inventory item exists,

the item may be flagged for ordering.
a browse may be requested.

When completed ~ Directory Search
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4.7 Directory Information

The contents of the directory entities are displayed in a multiple-page format.

The user may:

==> Catalog Information
==? Inventory Search
If only one inventory item exists,

the item may be flagged for ordering.
a browse may be requested.

When completed ==> Directory Listing or ==> Catalog Infomation

4.8 Catalog Information

The user can peruse available catalog information in a hypertext mode. Graphics overview
of data set coverage may be present and would be available to appropriate systems.

The user may:

==> Directory Information
==> Inventory Search
When completed ==? User Activity or ==? Directory Listing or ==? Inventory
Search (based upon where the user originated within the system)

4.9 Inventory Search

Provides a means for the user to identify inventory entities that match the user's
requirements. If more than one entity exists in the inventory, the user is solicited for
appropriate information to conduct a search.

The user is able to switch between inventories with the specification of an Inventory Title.
Upon request, the user is prompted with the inventories that are available to be searched.
This list is either composed of all possible inventories or those identified as a result of a
directory search.

In general, the user provides search criteria for fixed (rnetadata elements that are
common) and variable portions of selected metadata elements specific to that inventory. If
the user toggles between inventories, the fixed criteria specification is carried forward.
This should allow the user to perform a search on multiple inventories without reentering
common search criteria.

Upon search completion, the user is informed of the number of inventory entities that
comply with the search criteria.

The user is able to save search criteria and inventory lists which contain marked or
unmarked inventory hits. This saved information may be restored for additional
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processing.

The user may request to view the inventory search transaction log and is enabled to
reinitiate previous searches.

The user may:

Refine the search criteria
==> Inventory Field Summaries
==> Catalog Information
==> Inventory Listing
Save or restore search criteria and results
View previous inventory searches
When completed ==> User Activity or ==> Directory Listing

4.10 Inventory Field Summaries

To provide the user with assistance in refinement of Inventory Search criteria, the user can
request summary (histogram, range, ..) information of selected inventory items. For
example, the user could select the cloud cover index metadata field, and be presented a
histogram representing the currently selected inventory entitie's cloud cover values. The
user is a.llowed to select from fields that can be summarized.

The user may:

When completed ==> Inventory Search

4.11 Inventory Listing

The user is presented with a default listing (subset of fields) of the selected inventory item
and can peruse multiple pages while marking and unmarking desired items. The user has
the option to select a user-defined format of the Inventory List which may be saved across
sessions. The user can display all marked or unmarked items. For the user with an
appropriate configuration, a Graphical Presentation of Coverage of the marked items may
be viewed. If the browse image is present, the user may view the browse image (Image
Browse) for one item at a time.

The user can selectively mark inventory items that are presented. The items may be
mar ked for display purposes only or for ordering (will be displayed also). The user can
change or remove marks as appropriate.

If the user has entities that are marked for ordering and indicates completion of the
inventory listing, the user will be prompted to determine if the user desires to place the
marked items in an ordering stack.

The user may:

==> Graphical Presentation
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==> Browse
When completed ==> Inventory Search

4.12 Graphics Presentation of Coverage

The user may select reference graphics layers or previously saved inventory results that
are presented as background. Default scale and reference layers (appropriate to scale of
plot) will be used unless the user makes an alternate selection. The user can perform
pan/zoom of the presented graphical information and refine color selection. The user's
defaults of reference graphics layers and color selections can be saved across sessions.

The user can change marks of the inventory items using a point and click graphical
concept.

The user may:

Change scale or color selection
Select graphical reference layers
Select previous obtained inventory results as background display
Pan and zoom
Save user-defined color selections
When completed ==> Inventory Listing

4.13 Image Browse

The user can select an area of Browse or a general overview. The user is informed of
expected browse transmission time. The user may request to receive browse image
transmission at a later time.

For image data types, the user may select a presentation method such as bit or resolution
sharpening that would improve transmission times. A linear contrast stretch based upon
the user's configuration is required to allow the user to view the browse image.

For thematic data, the user is supplied with appropriate look-up tables and a description
of the thematic data. The user should be able to control the color selection through
manipulation of the color look-up table. (Run length encoding method may be
appropriate for storage and transmission.)

The user may:

When completed ==> Inventory Listing

4.14 Ordering

User-specific information is presented with the previous items that were marked for
ordering. The user confirms this information and provides other requested information.
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The order request is sent to the Ordering System for order verification.

The user may:

When completed ===* User Activities

4.15 Close Out

If the user has marked items for ordering but has not processed the order, the user will be
directed to ~ Ordering

Comments are requested from the user.

The user's saved inventory search information is displayed and a request for deletion
authority is made. The user is reminded that saved information will be stored on line for 6
months.
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5 User Interface Models

5.1 EDe's Local GLIS Server

GLIS is intended to provide the functionality described within this specification to a
broad range of the user community. This would support user access to GLIS from VT-100
terminals, emulators, and PC-based systems. The GLIS directory, catalog, and inventory
would be resident at EDC, and through, it connectibility to the other remote systems will
be provided.

The interface to the user may be different for the VT-100 user and the PC user. The
PC-based user has a greater initial capability than the VT-100 user and will be provided a
greater level of functionality. It is desirable that expanded functionality be provided to the
Maclntosh and the workstation environment. It is desirable that the PC user not be faced
with a significant new look as a transition to the second model.

VT-100's EDC's
GLIS
ServerPC's

EDC's Local GLIS Server
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5.2 PC-Based GLIS

This second model of GLIS will provide the same functionality as in the first model, but
in a PC-based environment that supports a CD-ROM base-line data base with graphical
presentation and browse image files. The user would be able to do local processing of
GLIS data until more current information or ordering is desired. In either of these cases,
the PC-based GLIS processor would automatically call the GLIS server and transfer the
request for processing or ordering.

In order to make the transition to the second model, the information stored within the
GLIS's server should be compatible or easily translatable for execution on a PC
configuration.

VT-IOO's EDC's
GLIS
Server

PC-Based GLIS
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A Directory Metadata Elements

The following table contains the valid directory metadata fields along with brief
descriptive information. Fields that are followed with an "*,, are considered mandatory.
Fields that are followed by an "I" must contain values that are selected from the
appropriate NASA list of valid entries, but may also contain additional values pertinent to
the EDC Global Land System. Complete field and record information can be found in the
March 1989 version of the Directory Interchange Format Users Manual.

Unique directory Identifier.
Concise description of the directory entry.
Beginning and ending acquisition date.
Instrument or hardware used to acquire the data.
The source which contains the sensor (i.e., spacecraft,
platform, etc).
The person who headed the investigation resulting in
the acquisition of the data described.
The person who is knowledgeable about the technical
content of the data.
The person who is responsible for the accuracy of the
Directory entry.
An address block identifying the data center holding
the data described.
The name of the data center that has generated the
directory entry.
Used only when there is a relationship of this direc-
tory entry to a campaign or project.
Medium in which the data are stored and are avail-
able.
Kinds of measurements represented by the data. Val-
ues entered are selected from a standard set of groups
and subgroups listed in the DIF manual. EDC will
maintain both the NASA groups and subgroups, but
will include additional values as needed.

Discipline Keywords I The discipline keywords describe the science disci-
pline( s) and subdiscipline( s) in which the data in this
entry are normally used. Values entered are selected
from a standard set of discipline /subdiscipline values
listed in the DIF manual. EDC will maintain both
the NASA discipline/subdiscipline categories but will
include additional values as needed.

Directory Entry Identifier *
Directory Entry Title *
Start and Stop Dates

Sensor Name
Source Name

Investigator

Technical Contact

Author

Data Center *

Originating Center

Campaign or Project Name

Storage Medium

Parameter Measured *1
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Location Keywords

General Keywords

Coverage

Revision Date
Science Review Date

Future Review Date

References

Summary

*1 The location name (place) of the coverage area. The
highest level value entered will be selected from the
NASA list of valid location keywords. Up to three
levels may be displayed in the NASA Master Direc-
tory, but only the first level is searchable. The EDC
GLIS directory will allow for multilevel searching and
display.
General keywords not found in the parameter, dis-
cipline, or location keywords. Must be able to con-
vert additional EDC parameter, discipline, or location
keywords to general keyword for D1F entry.
Latitude and Longitude of coverage area. Double en-
try, expressed in whole degrees that denotes minimum
and maximum Latitude and Longitude.
Directory entry create or revision date.
Date entry was reviewed for accuracy of scientific or
technical content.
Used when significant changes to the data are an-
ticipated and, therefore, will require directory entry
update.
Contains key bibliographic references pertaining to
the directory entry.
The summary text group is composed of unstructured
text containing information about the directory entry
not found in previous fields. The summary is gener-
ally limited to two or three screen pages.

*1

*
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B Inventory Metadata Elements

The inventory contains detailed information (metadata) on each orderable entity within a
related data group. An inventory schema may vary from one data group to another.
Certain information is required and will be provided at the inventory level for all data sets
and is described in the following section. Additional information that further refines the
uniqueness of each data set will be defined in the variable metadata elements section.

B.l Required Metadata Elements

Data Type Name

Entity ID

Acquisition Date

Geographic Coverage

Browse Availability

Browse Location ID

Date Entered
Date of Update

Unique identifier used to distinguish the type of data represented
by the inventory. This may be expressed by the name of the
inventory or through use of a data type name field when multiple
data types exist. Example:

AVHRR Data type AVHRR
NURE Data type NURE Reduced

NURE HSSR
NURE Statistical

The unique identification for each entity. If multiple sources are
available to produce a product, this information must be carried
in additional fields which would be part of the variable section
of the inventory.
The date this data was acquired. An ending date field will be
carried in the variable portion of the inventory if data were ac-
quired over a range of time.
Spatial coverage of the data expressed in degrees, minutes, and
seconds using four corner point pairs. If a location name is used
to describe the spatial location of the data set, a location field
name will be carried in the variable portion of the inventory. Im-
plementation must provide functionality of geographic searches
that are common across all inventories. Depending on the im-
plementation, the direct storage of corner points may not be
necessary. The four corner points must bound all usable infor-
mation for this inventory entity.
Indicates if browse microfiche/film, digital image file, both, or
none are available.
The location of the browse microfiche/film, or digital image file.
NOTE: Browse microfiche/film, and digital image file ID could
be the same when both are available; otherwise, two fields must
be carried for each record. This field will usually be required.
Date this record was created.
Date this record was updated.
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B.2 Variable Metadata Elements

If product availability varies within an inventory, a field should be provided that assists
the user in determining which products may be ordered. Additional locational information
beyond the corner coordinates should be supplied as required to assist in the definition of'
the location of the inventory entity.

B.2.1 Matthews Global Vegetation Cover

There are no variable metadata elements that are known at this time.

B.2.2 World Ecosystem Complexes

There are no variable metadata elements that are known at this time.

B.2.3 Coastlines and Boundaries

There are no variable metadata elements that are known at this time.

B.2.4 AVHRR

Acquisition Start Time
Acquisition Stop Time

Archive Status

Receiving Method

DayjNight Indicator

Direction Flag

Orbit Number
Satellite Number

Band Availability
Receiving Station
Archive Location

Equatorial Crossing

The start time that the scene was acquired.
The stop time that the scene was acquired.
The flag to indicate if the tape is in the temporary or perma-
nent archive.
An indicator to tell the receiving method used in the acqui-
sition of the scene. (LAC, GAC, HRPT, FLD)
A flag to indicate if the scene was acquired during daytime
or nighttime passes.
The flag to indicate whether the scene was acquired while the
satellite was traveling in an ascending or descending orbit.
The number of the orbit for which the scene was acquired.
Unique identifier for NOAA satellites.
Indication of bands that are available for this entity.
The receiving station that obtained the data.
The data center location of the archive that holds the data.
The longitude crossing at the equator of a given satellite orbit
in either an ascending or descending mode.
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C User Specific Information

Last Name
First Name

Password

Mailing Address

Business Phone

E-mail Address

FAX Number

Desired Results Transfer
Last Time Used

Number of Times Used
Inventory List Formats

Graphical Options
Search Results

Hardware Configuration

User's last name.
User's first name.
Password that the user specifies. (Provides security for the
user's specific information.)
Contains 1.0rganizationjCompany Name; 2.Addressj 3.City;
4.Statej 5.Zip Code. This information will be used for mailing
of results and during the ordering process.
Business phone number to be used for vocal contact during
normal business hours. Both commercial and FTS phone
numbers are needed.
Electronic mail address. Used for messages that need to be
sent to the user.
The user's fax phone number is requested to support the
transmission of fax mail. Both commercial and FTS phone
numbers are needed.
Mail, file transfer, or fax.
Provides the date and time that the user last used GLIS.
Count of the number of times user has accessed GLIS.
User may save user-specified formats for inventory listing for
a specific data set.
User may save graphical presentation options.
User may save Inventory Search information. This infor-
mation may contain: l.File name; 2.Brief user description;
3.User-specified expiration date.
The specifics regarding the user's hardware configuration.
Definitions are provided from a standard list.

Depending upon the user's specification of hardware configuration, additional information
may be required. If the user's interface is a PC, GLIS may need to know the following:

Computer Number The phone number of the user's computer is needed to pro-
vide auto-dail connections for file transfer. Both commercial
and FTS phone numbers are needed.

File Transfer Protocol The file transfer protocol that user's system can support
(Kermit, xmodem, ..)

Date of GLIS Software The version or date of the GLIS PC software that is being
using. User should be informed if a newer version is available.

Graphics Supported Level of graphics the user's system supports.
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D Ordering Information

D.1 User Requester Information

Last Name
First Name

Organization/Company Name
Address

City
State

Zip Code
Phone Number (Business)

Ship to Address

EROS Account Number
Customer Reference Number

Special Comments

Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information.
Supplied from User Information but modifiable at Or-
der Initiation.
Requested at Order Initiation.
Requested at Order Initiation (P.O., Govt. Account,
Other).
Information that the user desires to provide to the
CSR.

D.2 Item-Specific Information

For each item of the order, the following information is needed. This information may be
filled by context passing from previous searches.

Entity ID
Source ID

Information from the inventory or provided by the user.
Information from the variable section of the inventory (example:
Data source type in AVHRR inventory).
Quantity of items ordered.
Uniquely identifies the product the user desires.
Provided to the Ordering System for cost cross check.
Special instructions.

Number of Copies
Product Code
Estimate Cost

Item Comments
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E Field Search Specifications

There are two basic types of searching on data set fields. The type of searching depends
on how the field is stored in the data base. For fields which store data as ASCII character
strings, the wild card searching and logical operations may be used. For fields which store
data as binary numbers, the logical operations method is used. The actual search
character(s) that are shown in the examples below are not necessarily required, but
indicate the search functionality.

E.1 Wild Cards for Character String Fields

The string field can be searched with exactly the characters wanted or a special set of
search characters can be used which perform inexact matching. The special search
characters and their meanings are as follows:

? The wild character. The question mark matches any single character at the posi tion
given. For example, if "?AD" is given as the search criteria for a data set field, the
data set fields that contained "BAD", "MAD", and "SAD" values would be selected.
The first character in the search criteria is wild and can match any first character
found in the data set field.

* The wild string. The asterisk matches any number of characters at any position in
the string field. By putting an asterisk in front of a word, a keyword search is
performed. For example, if "*BOY*" is given as the search criteria for a data set
field of ten characters length, any field that contained "BOY", regardless of its
position, would be selected.

[...] Optional. The character set. The three .dots stand for characters and the brackets
indicate that one of the characters must match the string field character at the given
position. For example, if "[MSJAD" is given as the search criteria for a data set field,
the data set fields that contained "MAD" and "SAD" would both be selected. The
first character in the data set field had to contain either an "M" or "S" to match the
search criteria given.

[.-.J Optional. The character set range. The dash signifies a range of characters. To be
selected, the character in the string field must fall within this range at the given
position. For example, if "[A-DJAD" is given as the search criteria for a data set
field, the data set fields that contained "BAD" would be selected. The first character
in the data set field had to contain a character that fell between the "A-D" range.

E.2 Logical Operations

The character string and numeric field can use logical operators. The field can be filled
with exactly the value to be searched or a special set of search characters can be added to
aid in searching. The special search characters and their meanings are as follows:
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> The greater than operation. This character must be the first character in the field
and must be followed by a value. All fields with values greater than the entered
value will match.

>= The greater than equal to operation. These characters must be the first two
characters in the field and must be followed by a value. All fields with values greater
than or equal to the entered value will match.

< The less than operation. This character must be the first character in the field and
must be followed by a value. All fields with values less than the entered value will
match.

<= The less than equal to operation. These characters must be the first two characters
in the field and must be followed by a value. All fields with values less than or equal
to the entered value will match.

The logical not operation. This character must be the first character in the field and
must be followed by a value. All fields with values not equal to the value entered will
match. For example, if "!10" is given as the search criteria for a data set field, all
data set fields with values other than 10 would be selected.

- The range operation. This character must be between two values in the field. The
first value must be the low end of the range and the second value must be the high
end of the range. All fields with values that match or fall between the range entered
will be selected.

!- Optional. The logical not range operation. The logical not operator must be the
first character in the field and the range operator must be between two values in the
field. The first value must be the low end of the range and the second value must be
the high end of the range. All fields with values that fall outside the range entered
will be selected. For example, if "!1-1O" is given as the search criteria for a data set
field, all data set fields with values less than 1 and greater than 10 would be selected.
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